The New Standard in Seed and Liquid Flow Monitoring… with Visu-Flo Technology™

- 7” Color Touch Screen
- VM-5500 1-16 Row Monitoring
- VM-5600 1-32 Row Monitoring
- Built in GPS Speed option
- Bar graphs
- Setup assist for easy programming
- Adjustable accumulating time
- RAM 1 ½ Ball Mount
- Adjustable Back light
- Day/Night Mode
- Adjustable Audible Alarm
- Optional Visual Alarm Light
- View Home or Dashboard
- View Seed population or GPM
- View 20 sec. Row History
- Visu-Flo Option
- Optional Lift Switch
- 2 Hopper Level, 3 RPM, 3 Vac. Opt.
- Section grouping

With over 40 years of seed monitoring experience, The Vanguard System now provides more information and more capabilities in a population monitor.

Bar graphs show both high and low flows for each row. With the new Dashboard view, the operator can see total performance of his system. View population, seed spacing, acres, singulation and much more. Enable the onboard Trimble GPS for integrated speed and distance input.

Monitor liquid flow with Visu-Flo flow meters as a companion to seed monitoring, or use exclusively for liquid.
The Monitor with features you expect...

From the moment you start, the Setup Assistant is there to guide you through every step.

Heavy Duty harness connectors are standard allowing easy removal of the monitor console.

A RAM 1 ½” Ball comes standard on your VM-5500 or VM-5600 Use with any RAM Mount accessories that you have.

Optional Visual Alarm Light to show row failures in addition to the audible alarm in the monitor. Part Number 647105

Optional RAM accessories are available for custom installation such as this arm and base kit. Part Number 647141

The Vanguard VM-5500/ VM-5600 series monitors are totally new from start to finish. They feature new concepts designed by engineers who know farming. The VM-5500 is a 16 row monitor that is capable of monitoring up to 16 rows of flow and/or seed. The VM-5600 is a 32 row monitor that is capable of monitoring up to 32 rows of flow and/or seed. From the initial startup, the Setup Assistant is there to guide you through the necessary programming to get you setup and in the field quickly.

The VM-5500/VM-5600 are designed to offer features for the operator who wants to know more about the performance of his equipment at a price that’s affordable. It’s easy to set-up and easy to operate.

With the Visu-Flo Technology™, you can monitor liquid flow directly from the screen. Do away with floating balls and welcome on-screen monitoring that offers so much more information to the operator. Our unique flowmeter provides not only flow/no flow information, but GPA rates, and gallons applied.

When it’s time to add new features or upgrade your operating system, simply download from the website.